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Abstract
Frequent patterns mining is one of the most important concepts in data mining. In last
decades, lots of research has been done in area of frequent pattern mining. Frequent patterns
are used in many data mining task such as association rules, correlations, clusters etc… This
paper surveys latest frequent pattern mining algorithms and compare them to know their
disadvantages and advantages over others and to understand various problems still to be
solved.
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1. Introduction
Data Mining is most important research area in 21st centuary, In recent years the database size
is increase rapidly. Web Usage Mining is used to find the usage pattern from web data, in
order to understand and better serve the needs of web based applications [1]. Association rule
is used to find the frequent patterns from transaction database and generate association rules
from the same. The motivation to search association rules came from the need to analyze
supermarket transaction data [2]. Association rule mining is divided in two steps. 1) Find the
frequent patterns and 2) generate association rules. The second step of Association rule
mining is easy. The first step of association rule mining is challenging task. Lots of research
has been done in area of frequent pattern mining. Various algorithms have been proposed to
generate frequent itemsets[3]. Researchers have proposed various improved algorithms for
generating frequent itemsets. These algorithms differ in their ways by how they traverse the
database, how they handle the database, it means how many passes they make on database.
This paper is an overview of various algorithms proposed by researchers.

2. Literature Survey
2.1 AIS Algorithm
The first algorithm was AIS Algorithm [1]. It is multi-pass algorithm in which candidate
itemsets are generated during scanning the database by extending known-frequent itemsets
with items from each transaction. There are mainly two disadvantages of the AIS algorithm.
1) It generates large number of candidates that later turn out to be infrequent. 2) The data
structures were not specified.
2.2 SETM Algorithm
The SETM algorithm, which uses SQL to generate frequent itemsets. The SETM algorithm
represents each member of the candidate/frequent itemsets in the form <TID, itemset>. In
which TID is the unique identifier of a transaction. The disadvantage of SETM algorithm is
that it makes multiple passes over the database. The main problem in SETM is the number of
candidate itemsets. With each candidate itemset the TID is associated, so it takes more space
to store a large number of TIDs [4].

2.3 Apriori Algorithm
Apriori is a classical algorithm for learning association rule. It performs better than AIS and
SETM algorithm. Apriori completely incorporate the subset frequency based pruning
optimization it means, it does not process any itemset whose subset is known to be infrequent.
It uses data structure called hashtree to store the count of candidate itemsets. The main
disadvantage of the Apriori is the complex candidate generation process that uses most of the
time, space and memory. It generates huge number of candidate set. Another disadvantage is
multiple scan of the database.
There are many improvements of Apriori. Some improvements are partitioning technique [5],
sampling approach [6], dynamic itemset counting [7], Novel method for counting the
occurrences of itemsets [8], CARMA [9], hashing technique [10], incremental mining [11],
Efficient parallel mining for association rules [12], Mining sequential patterns [13], Parallel
algorithm for discovery of association rules [14], an integrating mining with relational
database systems [15] A tight upper bound on number of candidate patterns[16], Record Filter
Algorithm [17], Intersection Algorithm [17], Proposed Algorithm based on Apriori [17],
DFPMT Algorithm [18], Improved Frequent Pattern Algorithm [19], DHP Algorithm [20].
Following are some important variations of Apriori algorithm in brief.

2.4 Sampling Algorithm
The sampling algorithm first mines a random sample of the database to get itemsets that are
frequent within the sample. These itemsets could be considered as a representative of the
actual frequent itemsets in applications where approximate mining results are sufficient [6].
To get the accurate mining results, this approach needs one or two scans over the entire
database. This algorithm follows a tuple-by-tuple approach, therefore like Apriori, it suffers
from drawback as of Apriori.

2.5 DIC Algorithm
The DIC algorithm is also known as non-level-wise algorithm [7]. In this algorithm, the
candidates are generated and removed after every M transaction; here M is a parameter to the
algorithm. It is a multi-pass algorithm. The DIC algorithm is also suffers from the drawbacks
of tuple-by-tuple approaches.
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2.6 CARMA Algorithm
In CARMA (Continuous Association Rule Mining Algorithm) algorithm, the computation of
frequent itemsets is online. It displays the current association rules to the user and permits the
users to change the parameters and also permit to change minimum confidence and minimum
support, at any transaction during the first scan of the database [9]. The algorithm is two-pass
algorithm. It offers features for dynamically generating and removing candidates after each
record of the database is processed. The algorithm do not perform consistently better than
Apriori, its memory utilization was less by an order of magnitude.

2.7 Record Filter Algorithm
Record Filter algorithm count the support of candidate set in the transaction record whose
length is greater than or equal to the length of candidate set, because candidate set of length k
, cannot exist in the transaction record of length k-1 , it may exist only in the transaction of
length greater than or equal to k. Record filter approach proved better than classical Apriori
Algorithm [17].

2.8 Intersection Algorithm
In Intersection approach, to calculate the support we count the common transaction that
contains in each element’s of candidate set, by using the intersect query of SQL. This
approach requires very less time as compared to classical Apriori. Intersection approach
proved better than Record filter approach [17].

2.9 Proposed Algorithm based on Apriori
This algorithm uses the concept of both algorithm i.e. Record filter approach and Intersection
approach in Apriori algorithm. The algorithm uses the set theory concept of intersection with
the record filter approach. In proposed algorithm, to calculate the support, it count the
common transaction that contains in each element’s of candidate set, with the help of the
intersect query of SQL. The algorithm applied a constraints to consider only those
transaction that contain at least k items, not less than k in process of support counting for
candidate set of k length. This approach requires very less time as compared to all other
approaches. Proposed algorithm proved that it is much better than other frequent pattern
mining algorithm i.e Apriori, Record Filter and Intersection algorithm [17].

2.10 DFPMT Algorithm
DFPMT is stands for Dynamic Approach for Frequent Patterns Mining using Transposition of
database for mining frequent patterns which is based on Apriori algorithm and used Dynamic
function for Longest Common Subsequence. In DFPMT, the database stores in transposed
form and in each iteration database is filter /reduce by generating LCS of transaction id for
each pattern [18].
2.11 Improved Frequent Pattern Algorithm
Improved frequent pattern algorithm mine the frequent patterns in large datasets using
transposition of the database with minor modification of the Apriori-like algorithm. The main
advantage is database stores in transposed form and in each iteration database is filtered and
reduced by generating the transaction id for each pattern. The algorithm reduces the huge
computing time and also decreases the database size [19].

2.12 DHP Algorithm
The DHP algorithm is also known as the Direct Hashing and Pruning method [20]. It
proposes two main optimizations technique to speed up the algorithm. First optimization is to
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prune the candidate itemsets in each iteration. The second optimization is to trim the
transactions to make the support-counting process more efficient.

2.13 FP-Tree Based Algorithm
The FP-growth method mines the complete set of frequent itemsets without candidate
generation [21]. This method is based on the divide and-conquer principle. The database is
compressed into a frequent pattern tree, also called as FP-tree, which retains the itemset
association information. We can find the frequent patterns by mining the FP-tree. The
disadvantage of FP-tree is that the construction of the FP-tree is a very time consuming
process. The second disadvantage is it does not offer flexibility and reusability of computation
during mining process.
There are many alternatives and improvement to the FP-growth approach, including depthfirst generation of frequent itemsets [22], Mining frequent itemsets with convertible
constraints [23], Mining frequent item sets by opportunistic projection [24], On computing,
storing and querying frequent patterns [25], an array-based implementation of prefix-treestructure for efficient pattern growth mining [26], CATS Algorithm [27], AFPIM Algorithm
[28], CAN Tree[29], CP-Tree [30], Efficient Prefix Tree [31]. Following are some
improvement of FP-growth algorithm in brief.

2.14 CATS Algorithm
The CATS algorithm mine frequent patterns in an incremental manner [27]. The proposed
tree structure is an improvement on FP-tree. It extracts frequent patterns without candidate
sets generation. In this algorithm, the first transaction in database is added to the tree’s root.
For subsequent transactions, the items within the transaction are compared with the items in
the tree to identify shared items. If there is any item in common between tree nodes and the
transaction, the transaction is merged with the node that has the highest frequency level.
Then, the remainder of the transaction is added to the merged nodes. This process is
recursively repeated until all common items are discovered.

2.15 AFPIM Algorithm
In AFPIM algorithm, PreMinsup is considered whose values are set less than the Minsup.
Since, items are ordered based on the number of events, the insertion, deletion or modification
of transactions may affect the frequency and order of the items. Items in the tree are adjusted
when the order of the items changes. The AFPIM algorithm swaps such items by applying
bubble sort method that involves huge calculation [28].

2.16 CanTree Algorithm
Can-tree algorithm needs only one database scan. In Can-Tree algorithm, items are ordered on
the basis of a canonical standard (for e.g. alphabetical) which can be determined by the user.
Therefore, any changes in frequency, which is caused by incremental updates (like insert,
delete, or update transactions), will not affect the order of items in the Cantree. Therefore,
new transactions are inserted into the Cantree without swapping any tree nodes [29].

2.17 CP-Tree Algorithm
In CP-Tree Algorithm, all the transactions are inserted into the tree as per predefined item
order. This predefined item order is maintained in a list, called I-list. After inserting some of
the transactions, if the item order of the I-list differs from the current frequency-descending
item order to a predefined degree, the CP-tree is restructured by method called the branch
sorting. Then, the item order is updated with the current list [30].
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2.18 Efficient Prefix Tree
CP-Tree has one problem. During construction of CP-tree items are sorted in descending
order of previous insertion phase, then its restructuring can be very costly. To solve this
problem, efficient prefix tree structure is used to reduce the time of restructuring. The tree is
created based on the frequency of last items and it requires just one database scan.

2.19 MAXCLIQUE Algorithm
The above discussed algorithms mine the database which is in horizontal data layout. The
other way of mining, in which data presented in vertical data format (i.e., {item: TID_set}).
Each item is shown with list of TIDs (Transaction Ids), in which item appears. The
MaxClique algorithm is designed to efficiently mine databases which are in a vertical layout
[14].

2.20 Equivalence Class Transformation (ECLAT)
The ECLAT algorithm mines the database which is in the vertical data format [32]. In the
first scan of the database, it generates the TID_set for each single item. The frequent (k+1)itemset has grown from a previous k-itemset. The computation is done by intersection of the
TID_sets of the frequent k-itemsets to compute the TID_sets of the corresponding (k+1)itemsets. This process repeats, until no frequent itemsets or no candidate itemsets can be
found. The disadvantage of this algorithm is huge number of candidate generation.

2.21 Viper
The above vertical mining algorithms have various restrictions regarding database shape, size,
content or the mining process. The viper algorithm does not have any such restrictions. It
includes many optimizations to enable efficient processing. The viper algorithm was
outperforming to earlier vertical mining algorithms [33].

2.22 Pattern Mining Algorithm (PM)
Pattern mining algorithm generates frequent patterns using simple processing technique. It
works with only one database scan. Pattern mining algorithm works in two phases. (1)
Generate the subset list. (2) Generate the frequent item sets using the subset list. The
disadvantage is that it takes more time to generate the frequent patterns [34].

3. Conclusion
In last decades, number of researchers developed several algorithms, compared them and tried
to solve the frequent itemset problem as efficiently as possible, like minimum number of
database scan, low memory usage, less run time, generate frequent patterns without candidate
generation etc.. Each algorithm has its own advantages and limitations. Some algorithms
work on horizontal data layout and others on vertical data layout. This paper has discussed
most popular apriori algorithm, fp-growth algorithm and also many improved algorithms
based on apriori and fp-growth.
This survey highlighted many algorithms which made a significant contribution to improve
the efficiency of frequent pattern mining.
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